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CHAPTER I 
IN'l'RODUCTION 
1. Summary of Results 
The last twenty or thirty years have seen a great increase 
in the use of group theoretical techniques in rnathemat.ical 
physics. One important reason for this is that group theory 
is a natural vehicle for the analysis of the physical and 
mathematical symmetries of classical and quantum mechanical 
[1] 
problems . . The knowledge of synunetries of a physical sys-
tern can lead to non-trivial results, as evidenced by Noether's 
theore::n [ 2 ] . 
A fundamental role in these symmetry analyses is played 
by the pioneering work of S. Lie[ 3J. Lie developed analytical 
techniques for determining groups of transformations under 
\vhich a differen·tial equation is covariant (invariant in form); 
since most physical problems are formulated in the lang·uage 
of differential equations, Lie's techniques provide a tool 
eminently suited for the discussion of the symmetries of a 
physical problem. 
Recent workf 4 l has established that a group theoretical 
viewpoint of completely integrable dynamical systems with N 
degrees of fxeedom yields an algorithm that provides new 
2 
information concerning the symmetry transformation group 
structure of this class of dynamical systems. The work 
presented here rests heavily on the results presented in 
reference [4] and it is recommended that the reader consult 
this reference for a more rigorous discussion of the results 
given in this thesis. 
This thesis presents the following results: 
1. If one knows the solution to the initial value 
problem for two completely integrable Hamiltonian 
dynamical systems with the same number of degrees 
of freedom and with a common Cartan state space, 
then one can write down a transformation which 
globally connects these two systems. (Chapter II) 
2. A transformation between two Hamiltonian dynamical 
systems with the same number of degrees of free-
dom transforms Lie symmetry generators of one 
system into Lie symmetry generators of the other 
system; in addition, the Lie algebraic st:r-ucture 
of these generators is preserved under this 
transformation. (Chapter III) 
3. One may always find a Lie generator associated 
with a given constant of the motion of a Hamil-
tonian dynamical system; a technique is presented 
whereby one may be able to find a conserved quant-
ity associated with a given Lie generator. (Chap-
ter V) 
4. Atransformation group isomorphic to the group 
SI, (N+2, R) is found to be a symmetry transformation 
group of the classical isotropic harmonic oscil-
lator problem with N degrees of freedom. ~.'he 
group transformations are given explicitly. (Chap-
ter VI) 
It is hoped that ·this work will give further evidence 
3 
as to the powe:r· of the group theoretical viewpoint and will 
help stimulate others to use these methods and to develop 
·new ones to use in the study of differential equations. 
2. Notation 
Throughout this \vork we use the Einstein surornation con-
vention; unless otherwise indicated,.indices are understood 
to take on integer values from l to N. 
Hamilton's equations of motion for a system with N 
degrees of freedom described by the Hamiltonian function 
ll(x,p,t) are 
• - t ox:.;> H 3 = Hr.: X· • 
-II~. 
(1. 1) 
• -::: ~f< J H! = f.- < 
· where the bracket is the Poisson bracket, an overdot denotes 
total differentiation with respect to t, and a variable writ-
ten as a subscript denotes partial differentiation with 
respect to that variable. We also use the vector notation 
x = (x1 , ... ,xN) and p = (p1 , ... ,pN). It is important to note 
that here the xi are Euclidean space coordinates with the 
canonically conjugate momenta p.; this is emphasized by using 
J. 
x rather than the generalized coordinate set q usually 
-------------
4 
associated with Hamiltonian dynamics. 
We use the operator- { • ,F.'} which we call the Poisson 
bracket operator: 
such that· {•,F}G = {G,F} where F and G are arbitrary functions 
of x, p, and t. If F is the Hamiltonian function H of a 
physical system, then we call-{•,H} the Liouville operator(SJ. 
The Lie-type infinitesimal transformations discussed 
in this work are written 
t/"' t + e)'(x;I'J-t) 
~/· = -x:, + £ l'}(''(x;f7;t) 
' 
(1-~) 
t/" {J.- + E i 1'.'(1C) (J; T) 
where E is some infinitesimal parameter. The Lie operator 
which represents this transformation is thus 
(1. 3) 
vie also use the once-extended operator for our discussions: 
(;.'f) 
5 
A necessary and sufficient condition that the transfor-
mation (1.2) leave Hamilton's equations (1.1) invariant in 
·form (i.e., covariant) is 









where the subscripted (1.1) means that xi and pi are to be 
replaced by aHjapi and (-aH/axi), respectively, after the 






==o. (u, h) 




RELATING TWO HAMILTONIAN SYSTEMS 
1. The Equations of Motion as Lie Equations 
If H(x,p) is the Hamiltonian function for a conservative 
mechanical system (i.e., H does not depend on t explicitly), 
the Hamiltonian equations of motion (1.1) can be written 
::. =cit (no .sum ) (a<.;) 
and we observe that these are nothing more than the equations 
used to obtain the finite transformat.ions of a one parameter 
continuous transformation group whose infinitesimal generator 
These finite transformations can 
be written 
where t is the group parameter. Without loss of generality, 
one may choose t = 0 to correspond to the identity transfor-
mation; if we also denote the initial conditions to.the 
mechanical p:r·oblem ·at t = 0 by x
0 
and Po, we can then write 
LJ. =-
. IT' 
which is the solution to the problem. This approach emph-
7 
group parruueter rather than 
·as an independent variable in an initial value problem. The 
group property of the solutions to this initial value problem 
is well-known; the reader interested in a rigorous discussion 
is referred to Hirsch and Smalef 6l. 
We note a characteristic of this group property that is 
of great computational importance. It is not necessary to 
algebraically invert equations (2.2) in order to obtain the 
inverse tra,nsforma·tion. Instead, we can use the group prop-
erty to write 
'7/ "' _fl : ( ?CJ f ; - t:) .,._L"o • 
,0 -- r-ex .d· -t). ,- ~,·o - ' ' v·- ) . • 
This is a neat and elegant trick; see the acknowledgement to 
J. Turner in reference [4]. 
For example, we have the isotropic harmonic oscillator · 
solutions {_for unit frequency) 
c.os t 
- -x· sin t <o 
+ LJ, 
IIi o 
1- fc'o C.o.S f J 
8 
which by the above rule immediately yield the inverse trans-
formation 
--- - -
X· "' X: cost p,sin.t <o ' 
{1:o ~ 
7:. sin t 
' 
+ l'e' cos-t • 
This is easier to interpret if one notices that these are 
the equations of rotation of each of the phase planes X·, 
J_ 
Equations (2.2) represent a continuous transformation 





we note that this is what is sought in the Hamilton-Jacobi 
formulation of mechanics. Now the central role played by 
the Liouville operator becomes apparent: 
£}' 
·. Q ( 
) 
is a symbo_lic solution to the Hamil ton-Jacobi problem, \'I here 
we must remember that the exponential represents the corres-
ponding power series in t{•,H}[?] and only has meaning if H 
xi 
and H are analytic in x and p. (It is well-known that 
P-
1 
equations (2.3) represent a symbolic solution to Hamilton's 
----------
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equations of motion). Explicitly writing out equations (2.3), 
one obtains Taylor series expansions of x.(t) and p.(t); it 
~ l. 
is obvious that (2.3) are calculationally useless in all but 
the most simplest of physical problems (e.g., the free part-
icle and the simple harmonic oscillator), at least if one 
desires the solution in closed form. Nevertheless, this is 
a very compact method for symbolically writing the solution 
to the Hamilton-Jacobi problem. 
The group theoretical viewpoint provides a more conven-
tional (and, possibly, more satisfying) theory of variable 
changes for the Hamiltonian equations of motion than does 
the standard generatin-g function approach of the Hamil ton-
Jacobi theory. This is because the generating function mixes 
up the old and new canonical variables in implicit functions; 
.the group theoretical viewpoint gives us one set of canonical 
variables directly as explicit functions of the other set 
of canonical variables. 
As noted in the previous section, however, this group 
theoretical viewpoint is most definitely not new, but is 
ultimately due to Lie; for a modern interpretation, see for 
example Hirsch and Smale[ 6l. The use of this viewpoint to 
derive new results is presented here and in reference [4]. 
I{eference I 4J gives the theoretical foundation for the vmrk 
presented here. 
One might claim that there are many important non-
conservative systems of (at least mathematical) interest 
10 
that are not covered by the above theory. However, these 
cases can be investigatedby the above techniques by intro-
ducing a new group parameter and le·tting t become a new 
canonical variable with the canonically conjugate momentum 
variable (-H) [B],[ 9]; thus every non-conservative Hamiltonian 
system with N degrees of freedom can be formally related to 
a mathematically conservative system with N + 1 degrees of 
freedom. 
This parametric form of the Hamiltonian equations of 
motion in conjunction with Lie's theory of continuous trans-
formation groups. provides a truly elegant viewpoint of 
classical Hamiltonian dynamics. 
2. Local One-to-One Maps Between Two Hamiltonian Systelns 
By the use of a change of variables, one may be able to 
locally transform a given Hamiltonian system into an equiv·· 
alent (possibly Hamiltonian) system of the same number of 





explicitly different form (see Appenaix I). The usual goal 
is to transform to a new Hamiltonian system whose equations 
of motion allow immediate integration. One may also study 
the converse problem: start with a "simple" Hamiltonian 
system whose solutions are known and transform to a more 
complicated system; however, this is obviously not a sys-
tematic method for attacking a given problem. Nevertheless, 
we will see that this approach does have theoretical impor-
tance in regards to the. study of the group theoretical 
structure of classical Hamiltonian dynamical systems. 
We can construct transformations such that one Hamil-
tonian system is transformed into another system, possibly 
also Hamiltonian in form. As an example, we exhibit a trans-
formation between the free particle problem and the harmonic 
oscillator problem. The transformation 
x~ f CO$ {;:_f-) X-:. v X~ p Lr:o;; )f 
OR 
(ii;p'- (o?·~l) ~sin c-;) p-= f::. 
takes the one degree of freedom free particle equations of 
motion ;; = p, p = 0 into the one degree of freedom harmonic 
oscillator equations of motion X = P, P = -X. 'T'ransformations 
such as these are not difficult to construct. We illustrate one method 
here that is reminiscent of the material in the previous section .. 
12 
Suppose we have two Hamiltonian systems r 1 and r 2 
which have the same number of degrees of freedom. To 
construct a transformation between these two systems, we 
first find a transformation for the system r 1 which will 
transform it to constant canonical variables. We then find 
another transformation which will transform system E2 
to constant canonical variables. We then put the two 
system's constant canonical variables in one-to-one 
correspondence and equate corresponding pairs. Since 
we now have two transformations which both involve common 
variables, we can eliminate the common variables to obtain 
the product transformation. Thus we will have a trans-
formation from system r
1 
to system r 2 that is locally 
one-to-one. 
We easily construct a transformation of this type 
for transforming from the free particle problem with 
N degrees of freedom to the isotropic harmonic oscillator 
problem with N degrees of freedom. We do this by writing 
down the solutions to these problems and then interpreting 
the initial conditions for both problems as the constant 
canonical variables. We thus have the transformation 
= 
13 
which transforms the Hamiltonian equations of motion x. = p. , 
~ ~ 
• 2 
- Pi' Pi = -w xi' p, -"' 0 into the Hamiltonian equations X. 
~ J. 
The inverse of this transformation is 
p. -::: 
~ 
We note that the ,Jacobian o.f this ·transformation is i.dent-
ically equal to unity. 
We call the transformations derived in this manner (i.e., 
using the solutions to the initi.al value problem) so_lution 
transformations. Thus, given any two systems with the same 
number of degrees of freedom whose solutions we know, we can 
theoretically write down a transformation connecting these 
two systems; the word theoretically is used since it is 
entirely conceivable that an initial value problem's solution 
cduld be too complicated for the application of the above 
method. 
In a truly rigorous study, fundamEmtal topological 
----------------
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considera-tions would have to be taken into account; this is 
beyond the scope of the present work. For many physical 
·problems these considerations are not crucial. One can easily 
imagine, however, systems where constraints would force an 
examination of these issues. 
For a more ,detailed discussion of the ideas presented 
above, see reference [4]. Here, it is sufficient to note 
that what we are essentially doing is finding a common point 
in the common Cartan state space {the space of the variables 
x, p, t) of the t:>vo systems. Since one and only one traject-
ory for each system may pass through any point, we know that. 
·there is only one trajectory for each system through this 
common point. The group property of the solutions allows 
us to pass from any point on one of these trajectories 
through th~ common point to any other point on either of 
thes~trajectories {strictly, this is only true for completely 
integrable Hamiltonian systems; see reference [4]). 
So far, v1e have not changed the paran1eter t in the 
transformations; there is no a priori reason why we should 
not. An important class of transformations of this type is 
. [10] 
given by a result due to G. Bluman . 
15 
Suppose we have an isotropic physical system which is 
described by N second order linear homogeneous ordinary 
differential equations. If the solutions to these differ-
i i i ential equations can be written as x (t) = c 1x 1 (t) + c 2x 2 (t), 
where x 1 (t) and x 2 (t) are two linearly independent solutions 
for all_ of the N differential equations and c~ and 
constants, then by dividing the equation for xi(t) 
b . i i i i we o ta1n z = c
1
e + c 2 , where z = xi(t)/x2 (t) and 
i c 2 are 
by x 2 (t), 
e = x
1
(t)/x2 (t). This then gives a transformation between 
this system and the N degree of freedom free particle problem 
d2 zi/de 2 = 0. 
In particular, here we use the following transformation, 
which we will call the Bluman transformation, to connect the 
free particle system and the isotropic harmonic oscillator 
system wi·th the same number of degrees of freedom: 
t -= ta.H t.> T 
X.-secwT (<?,6) -
. 
·which takes the free particle equations of motion xi = pi, 
p. = 0 into the harmonic oscillator equations of motion 
l 
'P· .. ) 
16 
The inverse of this transformation is 
T= v> -I ta.Y>-1 t 
y. ':;< -r·A ' -) ' c.>p.· A 
f. _ w '~-< t A + "=' .. 
Where -A- ~ --(1--+ -t2 ) -l/2 We also note that the Jacobian of 
this transformation is 
(7 (XJ{JJ t) 
= 
d (X) 1') T) 
so that the transformation is local in character. 
The transformations considered in this section are, in 
general, local transformations. However, for completely 
integrable Hamiltonian dynamical systems, one has that the 
solution transformation is a global transformation. In com:-~ 
B±hatictJi, with the results of the next chapter, we can then 
make general statements about the overall group theoretical 
structure of this class of dynamical systems. See reference 
[4] for more detailed comw.ents concerning this structure. 
l 
CHAPTER III 
TRANSFORMATION PROPERTIES OF 
THE LIE DETERMINING EQUATIONS 
This chapter investigates the transformation properties 
of-the Lie determining equations (l. 5). suppose we have a 
transformation 
T"" e(xJp)-t) 
Y. P; (r.; ' r' -t ) 
'J(X,P> T) 
(3.1) -=. 
(){-;spJ+) ?l 0 ' ) 
P· ::: 'f.: ( -..,p;"t-) 
' 
which transforms Hamilton's equations of motion (1.1) into 
the equations 
ctx· [(,J<}) 0 (no sum) f.-(X>P,T) ai (3. ~) 
JP,: 
d:(X)P7)( dr- {~·)K}) =- 0 ( YiO SIAm) 
where the Poisson brackets are calculated v1ith respect to the 
variables Xi and Pi. Thus everywhere f. and g. are non-zero, 
~ ~ . 
the transformation (3.1) is a covariance transformation of 
Hamilton's equations (1.1) if the function K(X,P,T) exists. 
Now if we use the transformation (3.1) teo transform 
equations (1.5), we get 
18 
::::. () ( ho .rv.,...) 
(3,).) 
(3.3) 
0 ( "" SIA..,._) 
Where by-the chain. rule for partial differentiation the oper-
ator 1J(l) · is 
+ ( IJ.. (•) 'P: ) \ . d 
\ ' / p/ 
X,PJ>X> P .-
. dX 
where we have used the vector notation X' = dT' P I = dP dT' 
By the product rule and the fact that equations (3.2) are 
valid for non-vanishing f. and g., this expression reduces to 
l l 
r ~c.) ( c!:l< -
L \A · J..T 
These equations are.precisely the Lie determining equations 
for the transformed equations of motion everywhere the fi and 
. gi are non-zero. Notice also that by virt1.1e of the method of 
19 
construction of u(l), the commutation relations of a set of 
Lie generators of the form of U(l) are preserved under this 
change of variables. Thus it is seen that one may derive 
a different realization of a given symmetry algebra of a Hamil-
tonian system if one has a system covar.iance t.ransforma·tion 
of ---t-ha-t- --'Ha"T.i-1-tonia-n sy-stem (for a definition of a system 
.covariance transformation, see Appendix I). 
CHAPTER IV 
.REVIEW OF KNOWN RESULTS 
FOR THE FREE PARTICLE 
For the free particle problem with N degrees of free-
dom and mass m, the Hamil toni an is H (x, p, t) 
the equations of motion are 
• 
0 
= P-P~/2m and 
- ~- l" 
(q.l) 
The Lie determining equations for these equations of motion 
are 
~f< ( - 0 . 
(t./. ;;_) 
We notice immediately that 
r,t;_· ~ -1 ·t + b. l'l'l 0. . 
L .. 
{ f.·-:=. tt• 
L 
~ "" c.. ) 
where a., b., and care constants of the motion (or arbitrary 
~ ~ 
differentiable functions of them) , is a solution of these 
determining equations. 
21 
We reproduce here some previously known but unpublished 
facts about the maximum space-time transformation group of 
the free particle problem with N degrees of freedom {ll]. In 
reference [11] it was shown that the solution of equations 
'!::" ?'/)!. 
( 4. 2) when· one restricts > and r 'to be functions of x and 
--t only implies the following set of (N+2) 2 - 1 free particle 
symmetry generators: 
lJ. '" -t dt - f• df'< ... 
X.: ~t u. ::::. yn 
LO 
lAc..: 
-:::. t d)':. + 
< 
I) .. y. dx +-- G • 
'J " 
(.,{Af-f/ ~ 0 - dt 
l).. OJ N+l 
U..vtl ~ ~· 
LJ..;J1Hl 
t 







It was noted in reference [11] that these generators 
have the saute commutation relations as the Lie algebra 
sl (N+2 ,R) when one introduces the additional operator 
1/+1 
- - G 
22 
Thus it was found that 
where a , ll, y, p = O,l, ... ,N,N+l and o a is the Kronecker 
. "'" 
d~ltq._ . 
An important observation made in reference [11] is that 
the transformation group SL(N+2,R) (as realized by these 
generators and their finite transformations) is a transitive 
symmetry transformation group acting on the solution space of 
the free particle problem with N degrees of freedom; i.e., 
any free particle solution can be obtained from any other by 
an application of·an element of the transformation group. 
To see this, one only needs to examine the effect of the 
finite transformations corresponding to the generators UN+l,O' 
UN+l,i' and u0i on a free particle solution; notice that these 
are the generators implied by the solution (4.3) of the deter-
:<>mining equations. For completeness, all of the finite 
transformations with their corresponding generators are listed 
here (a corresponds to a group parameter) : 
t'-=-I a.:t u: -t :: •• 
" X· 'X. :. (,. 
~ 
/ 
f,j~ f.: "'" 
X· 
< 









t' = t 
; . 
.,. "' ,o. +-A.,..,., s. 
UJ VJ 'i 
(~6) 
• ' -r· "' -t-~~ 
t '-=- t 












,l. - fi " f/ -::. fi. 
, t =- -t [I+« x,·] -I 
u,. Ali'}·. ; ' -r. :::. ?C· [ f+tt X: ·]-I 
J J ( 
CHAPTER V 
POISSON OPERATORS AND 
CONSTANTS OF THE MOTION 
This chapter establishes an algorithmic connection be-
t.Gnian'"''' system and some of the Lie symmetry generators of 
that system. When this connection exists, it provides an 
alternative to Noether's theorem[ 2 ] for finding a conserved 
quantity of a physical system when one knows a symmetry of 
the mathematical formulation. 
We first show that if we have a constant of the motion 
A(x,p,t) of a Hamiltonian system described by the Hamiltonian 
function H(x,p,t) then the Poisson operator{•,A} is a Lie 
generator of the system. The proof is straightforward. By 
definition, we have 
and if we make the identification 
) 
then the left hand side of the determining equation ( l. 6a) 
becomes 
------- -------- ---- ---------- ------
~ Af. H1 + A-_._f. -!-/,., ~ " -- 1 I A l. ' l -.o < r .. ~J· 1'1~, f7o·/J· X· 
J ,-,,"' J 
[ ;11.- Jl} + [A) 11,.-} f- Arl"< 
~r~· [A Jl} + At 6 
25 
From equation (5.1) we know that {A,H} = -atA. Hence this 
_____ el{pre_s_si()n reduces to zero. The proof for the other deter-
mining equation is entirely analogous; thus the statement 
is proved. 
We note immediately that the constant of the motion 
A(x,p,t) is an invariant function under the transformation 
-group element generated by { • ,A}; this is because- { • ,A}A : 0, 
-which is a necessary and sufficient condition for the .invar-
iance of A(x,p,t)~ 
If we have a Lie symmetry generator of the form 
and if the N2 integrability conditions 
7 x; -=- - 7 fJ,' 
. ~· . ""' 
(.r. 3) 
are satisfied, then there is a constant of the motion 
A(x,p,t) associated with L. We ,find 1\.(x,p,t) by integrating 
t.he 2N equations 
fi;c. = - 7 P,· 
26 L 
( ~. '-/) 
,.4 d': ':': 
I K~· • 
To prove this, we note that if the integrability con-
ditions (5.3) hold, then the function A(x,p,t) exists. We 
can write the identity -A + At = 0 as a {A,H} + At = 0 pit pi p. pi J. 
only if we have {A,H} - -a A· t ' i.e. , the function A must 
satisfy equation ( 5. 1) • Thus in order to go backwards 
through the proof of the previous page (which we must be 
able to do since {•,A} was assumed to be a Lie symmetry gen-
erator), the function A must be a constant of the motion. 
Equations (5. 4) determine A only up to an arbit:rary additive 
function of t; equation (5.1), which we now know must hold, 
then shows that this additive function of t must be a constant. 
J 
An example is provided by the free particle Lie symmetry 
generator uiJ' = x.a + p.a . 
J. xj J. pj 
This generator does not sat-
= isfy the integrability conditions (5.3). However, if we 
take the linear combination U .. - U. . and rewrite it as 
J.) J J. 
we find by the above technique the corresponding free part-
icle constant. of the motion x. p . - x . p. to within an arb-
l.J )J. 
itrary additive constant. 
27 
These results also apply to the free particle constants 
of the motion x. - tp./m and p., which correspond to the 
J_ J_ J_ 
Poisson bracket operators u
0
. and UN 
1 
., respectively, of 
1 + ,l 
the set (4.4) which we already know to be free particle Lie 
symmetry generators. Similar considerations apply to the 
harmonic oscillator constants of the motion D. and E. and 
J_ J_ 
- . 
the harmonic oscillator symmetry generators VN+l,i and VOi' 
respectively, presented in chapter VI. 
Because of the results presented in chapters II and III 
and references [4] and Ill], we note that the above free 
particle and harmonic oscillator Lie symmetry generators, 
which are Poisson operators of constants of the motion, 
integrate to group elements of an SL(N+2,R) transformation 
group for each problem. For the connection with general 
dynamical systems, see reference [4]. 
It may be possible to simplify a given Lie symmetry 
generator of the Poisson operator form. The Poisson oper-
a·tor of the function F (A
1
, ... ,A ) of the constants of the . m 
motion A, p = l, ..• ,m can be written 
p 
{.' F} • 
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Thus· {• ,F} is an unspecified (if the trajectory is not given) 
linear combination of the Poisson operators {·,A
11
}, each of 
which are, in general, simpler in form than {•,F}. 
We note from the commutation relations (4.5) that. U .. . l.J 








~I • )J • 
This property can be useful calculationally. 
Tne connection of these results with the work of Lie 
. [13] 




1. Free Particle to Harmonic Oscillator 
_In this chapter we us~ the· solution transformation (2. 5) 
and the BltlTI!an transformation (2.6) to produce different 
realizations of particular transformation groups in terms of 
free particle and isotropic harmonic oscillator variables. 
For convenience, we reproduce these transformations here. 
Free particle variables are denoted by x. and p. ; harmonic 
~ ~ 
oscillator variables are are deno·ted by X. and P. • w""hen the 
~ ~ 
parameter t is transformed, its transformed value is de-
noted by T. We will,· hm•.rever, write all generators and trans-· 
formations in terms of the variables x., p., and t. Free 
~--~"'---'==---'0. 
particle generators will be deno.ted generically by U and 
harmonic oscillator generators will be denoted generically by 
v. 
The solution transformation is 
X. = 0( X . -(..)-Iff p. 
( ~ 1- ' 
+ w-' c. P. L 
where s = sinwt, c = coswt, a = c + ts, and 13 = s - tc (·this 
somewhat unconventional notation is very convenient for cal-
culational purposes). The inverse of this transformation is 
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The Bluman transformation of chapter II is 
:X· -
' 
,Y. sec. 0 T 
I 
= X· sin cJ T + c.J -I p. c-<>S 0 T 
L . < 




where A= (1 + t 2 ) 1 / 2 . 
The free particle Hamiltonian equations of motion are 
• 
~'•/-n-t. ~- -' (t, . .S) 
• 0 f,: -
and the determining equations corresponding to ·these are 
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The harmonic oscillator. equations of motion are 
- p. 
- v' (~. 7) 
~ - ~' ,..,., 
- -[..(..o" /4..'-
and the determining equations corresponding to these equations 
_ of ___ motion are 
If one applies the solution transformation (6.1) to the 
set of free particle generators ( 4. 4) , one obtains the follow-
ing ' ' ' >'realization of sl (N+2, R) in terms of harmonic oscillator 
variables (we choose m = 1 in equations (4.4)): 
v. -o, - s; d)c. + w c. 'dr.· 
' 
,; at+ r:- sa, ..f.. w-1 (w -Cl.) fo'1 d x,· ..f.. [w ( S t-w)x,· HC f< ]'df'( 
V.,,, . 
_., .lc. I 
v .. 
'J 
~ ')(• d .j- p,•d.., I 
< ~· i J J 
[ -o< t )::',. -1- w _, (1-t(J'.· J 'J-t 32 
+ (- C 1C.: ~· + (w -IS- crt) ~"fj +- w -~Jt tfc "/'..,·] ;:)~ • 
J 
.t- [ W l..ocf.li·'l<j· - (C.+ (..)1-f:) X;;· rf'; + c.J -IS{'cj>J] ,)f'· 
' J 
where, as before, s = sinwt, c = coswt, a = c + ts, and 
fl = s - tc. These generators satisfy the harmonic oscillator 
determining- equations --(6. 8). 
Similarly, one may transform the set of free particle 
generators (4.4) by the Bluman transformation (6.3) to find 
the following realization of sl(N+2,R) in terms of harmonic 
oscillator variables: 
v. ~ w-•s.c. d - ::;<-x,. ;J - [&-ws (")(.. + cl..r··la..,. DO ::: t /... "(;;; < V L 
/ v. ::: W-I c. -,c,. ') - SY-. ~· 'dot. - t < J J to 
v~ 
Ot. 
' / v. . -::. 
'J 
/ 
- ( «> c ?C< XJ· + s x .. d',· + w-• c f<fJ J ;;b 
V !VH "'-o, 
(c,. /0) 
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v. -1 .., . " - w S' 'X: 'dt - ( 1',· XJ· d~J· 
•,N.J-1 -
where, as before, s = sinwt and c = coswt. These generators 
satisfy the harmonic oscillator determining equations (6.8). 
We note here that these generators are the maximal space-time 
set of Lie symmetry generators for the isotropic harmonic 
X· 
oscillator problem with N degrees of freedom (~ and the 7 • 
depend only on x and t). The generators for the one degree 
of freedom case were derived by R.L. Anderson and discussed 
. [12] 
by Wulfman and Wybourne . 
2. Harmonic Oscillator to Free Particle 
One may take the above two sets of generators and trans-
form them back to generators in terms of free particle vari-
i,.ables. The set (6.9), which we denote by {V}, is transformed 
by the inverse of the Bluman transformation into the set {U'} 
and the set (6.10), which we denote by {V' }, is t.ransformed 
by the inverse of the solution transformation into the set 
{U' '}. If we denote the solution transformation by S and the 
Bluman transformation by B, we have 
. . -1 .. · · · y fvJ 13 [u'} 
{L-l}. . . 
~IV'} s_, [u."] 
) 
I 
I I . 
l 
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Transforming the set of generators.{V} by the inverse 
of the Bluman t.ransformation (B-l), we obtain the following 
set {U'} of free particle generators (here we have chosen 
m = 1 and w = 1) : 
uo: - /1. Olt + p,; ( ?\ -t) 'dxi - P.: dcf.: 





I.A.. -::. X··;,\. + f; df. 
(0. II) 
J " J J 
, 
u.iVf/ 0 :: 
I 
-A. tc. .. "'-
1t ?t - [ -t- ( x,.-f'< t) + ~ft· -t.., ,..-'t-] ~. 
' 
- (1C;- f<' t) dp,· 
-::. [- i\ 1',· .,. >.. (t - -ttt.,.-1 i') f•. J J.t-
.J.(_-r.:z1CJ +(-t-'A)·~C,:f.; +'A(t-~,;'+)p,f..~·];}x. 
, . II 
-A' { '/( • -rJ' f) d 60 • · .. u• J ,-J vJ · · · 
where J.. = (1 + t 2 )tan-1t; 
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';l:'hese generators solve the free particle determining equations 
(6.6); t.hey are distinct and linearly independent of the set. 
·{u} (equations (4.4)). 
Transforming the set of generators {V'} by the inverse of 
the- sol-u-tion -1 transforma-tion (S ) , we obtain the following-
set {U' '} of free particle. generators (ag·ain, we have chosen 
m = 1 and w = 1): 
+- (.sc-t).o·;) 
v ' }c.-
u<:: -=- (c'"'ltz + f""·f."] dt + (:..s ':lC~·r.; +(?<: f<fJ·] ';)'5' - f,·f}df'J' 
{ d~· +- dc1'." .. 
:3-.:: • 
[. 
2. d -SIP'.,., v t: .-' 
(b. 1~) 
[-' s c x,~ - p: s ;>;]d--t + [-x-~ :;- +- {j; -s,c) )(d'j -f> f; f..J d.x". 
f<' (x:,· - fc' t) df>,;' 
where, as before, s = sintut, c = cosw1:, and f3 - s - tc (here 
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w = 1). These generators solve ·the free particle determining 
equations (6.6); they are distinct and linearly independent 
of the sets{U} and.{U'} (equations (4.4) and (6.11), respec~ 
tivel:rl .. 
Thus we see that, including the fundamental equations 
(4.4), we have five distinct realizations of the Lie algebra 
sl(N+2,R). One could continue the alternation of the solution 
transformation S and the Bluman transformation B to obtain 
other re<tlizations. 
3. RE~alizations of Mukunda's Genera·tors for o_(N+2,RL 
In this section, we obtain realizations of an o(N+2) 
Lie algebra .of Mukunda [l3] in terms of free particle a.nd 
harmonic oscillator variables. Mukunda showed that if \_ - 0 
and :P. = 0 for a given Hamil toni an system ( i.. e. , X. and Pl. 
l l 
are constants of t.he motion) , then t.he following functions 
•close under the Poisson bracket to form a realization of the 
J~ie al.geb:ra o (N+2): 
('V 
~s ·-- X,, p, -X p . s 1<:. ) 
..._ . _, F ~_, ,r· "' S : Yl\ -- \:r 
,.._.. 




"-' -1 F II p wher<.e Br;_ - Y'll . fl.. 
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where m and a are constants .. 
It is not difficult to show that if a set of functions 
Ai(x,p,t) form a realization of a Lie algebra with the Lie 
. bracket being the Poisson bracket, then the operators· {·,A.} . . l. 
-£orrct --a-- -re-aliz-at-i-on of -the sarlle Lie algebra where the Lie 
bracket is now the commuta1:orf7] . If we choose the free 
particle as an example and let Xi = xl..- p.t and P. = p., l. . l. l. 
then by this method of construction we derive the following 
operators: 
(6.13) 
+..;I F~~t? [-m"(x". -pJ) t- (~.- fJ·t) IJ-?J df." 
) -1 fG'f,ll ( ). I " • =- -m L • - 111.,_ x.·-fr.t t .-~- G F'-~(~,:,-~,t) (x.,· -f.;t)fJ -· F'G'-' J' f'. cl 
. < It:. 
( 
+ w~' G/ F'-! f··m,.,{:t.-t>·f) +(;r.·-""·t")tJJ. ,o. J-." 





These generators solve the free particle determining equations 
(6.6); hence they are free particle symmetry generators. This 
-cou-l.d have been seen directly from the considerations given 
in chapter v. 
We now write the set of generators (6.13) in terms of 
harmonic oscillator variables. Applying the solution trans-
forma·tion (6.1) to the set of generators (6.13), we derive 






I s -;-. ~- r ~1 -I ( '1.. r- r D D ) -J -• J L G- F lh - £ · c. D · c - rv- e · s + c:: , . ,· s +rr> F'G ]) . c "'~ . ' J J < " J < _ot ..... 
"< . 
r ·I -1 ( · - <. r ,- 1'1 [). ) -I ··I J . .., + . r: F r- 6. E.· D. s - ~"~' c. c + c · v· ,· c - tv1 FG D. s 0'"' • v ' 1,. J J c. . J J /' (. 0 t. 
l. 
where s = sinwt, c -- coswt, (here, w -- 1), E.= x.c- p.s, 
l l l 
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The use of the somewhat superfluous notation is to emphasize 
that E', G, Di, and Ei are harmonic oscillator constants of ·the 
mo-tion.. These generat.ors solve the harmonic oscillator det-
ermining equations {6.8) and thus they are harmonic oscillator 
sym:metry generators which close under commutation to yield a 
realization of the Lie algebra o{N+2). 
4. :E'ini te transformations 
In this section we give the finite transformat.ions 
corresponding to the sets of infinitesimal generators.{V} 
and {V'} {equations {6. 9) and {6.10), respectively). In gen-
eral, it is extremely difficult to obtain these finite trans-
forma·tions from the infinitesimal generators, either by 
exponentiation {when it has meaning) or by solving the corr-
1 ,:,spending Lie differential equations. Based on our posses-
sion of the free particle finite transformations {4.6), we 
use an alternate method for finding these finite transfer-
mations (see the acknowledgement to A. 0. Barut in ref-
erence [4]). . . . 
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_Suppo:;;e we have a one parameter group of transformations 
for a Hamiltonian system 1: 1 (a corresponds to a group param-
eter) : 
A.-(?C,,p,t,; A-) " ?C. = 
~ 




" c.. (-;t:J p.Jt-j ,;;..) t "'" 
and suppose we also have a transforma.tion connecting syst.em 
1: 1 with another Hamiltonian system 1: 2 with the same number 
of degrees of freedom as system 1:1: 
T-· ®(xJf'Jt) t :: 8(X/))T) --




p' ( X-dJJ t) {J." : </;(X, P.~ T) ::. 
To obtain the finite transformations for the system 1: 2 , we 
note that we must certainly also have 
Then using equations (6.15) and (6.16), we can write this 
in terms of the variables X. , P., and T: 
1. 1. 
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X,~= ~'(A(¢,~&;~)' B[!P,</;B>"-), C..(¢,s!;6l;o.)) 
.if '(A ( ¢,'!-.. B; "-) , B ( ¢, ~ fJ; o.), (( ¢) ~~~ c9j" >) 
(l../7) 
' Pr: -; 
_whe,re we have used vector notation. These are the one param-
eter group transformations of system L
2 
corresponding to the 
one parameter group transformations of system E
1
. 
By using this technique, one obtains the following set 
of finite ·transformations corresponding to the set· {V} 
(equations (6.9)) o£ harmonic oscillator generators (a corre-
v : oo 
to a group parameter) : , 
t = o...t 
I' A -1 1\ 1 -1 [ " -f "J x. ::. L c c. + o.. s s· .l •,· + t.:> - s c. + o.. c. s f: 
... 
• 0 
where s = sinult, c = coswt 1 s = sinawt, and c = cosawt. Note 
that this reduces to the identity transformation for a = 1. 
\/ . io . 
(f..JfJ,) 
42 x.i ,., {p<X; - 1<-•~ffJ c.o:.CJ (-ta tJ,. (<xx: - w··lf. fc' )) + 
s )C' -1- ,-1 c. f ' l 
..J- - J v.; _
1 
J_ sin 0 (t +c.( ->(!C,_·- c •• t(a f~·'>) + 
\+Cl(S'">'~· -f-W C.f.") . 
- (t+c.(a<;<~ -CJ-'I'r;)) CO:Oc.J (-t+A(o(X:,·-Wffc')~ 
(b.IJL) 
Again, s = sinwt, c = coswt, a = c + ts, and S = s - tc. This 
reduces to the identity transformation when a = 0. 
I t t --
I 
'X· (.\ r .. s/,, wt x. ::. + 
J J 'J ( (,, IP.-.:) 






v t ;:. -1;- +a.. 
AINo -x:: [G(c +fs J x, [f c_ - f ~ J f .. ' -I - + (.t) 
. ' 
I 
c.> [5,;- $.,.. ]~· + [f s + ~ c. 1 , .. 
(6.1!e) 
fr: " 
vlhere s = sinl!.l't 1 s = sinw1~, c = cosw-r 1 c = coswt, a = c + -rs, 
a = s - TC, a = c + ts, B = s - tc, and 1: = t + a. Note that 
this gives the identity transformation for a = 0. 
~fll:f-1 : ] 
_, 
t [!+A-t 
where~= cos{wt(1+at)-1] 1 ~ = sin{wt(1+at)-1], s = sinwt, 
and c = coswt. This reduces to the identity transformation 
when a = 0. 
v . 
, 
t t :;:;.. 
Nfl' j 
I )::. -1- c.. J:·. C<Jsc:J1: (t;,.Jtl) ")(. :;:;.. J J 
J 
' f.J• Cl .:.J s .. sin wt:· fJ· - ~ 
V. 
I 
t = !lt 
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(.,ANI 
+ (s''- At c) rs- xi +w'c.rJ + t{Q_, (r:;:f.J· - ?· t.· )J-
1 + Ci.( cxz- w-1 Sf<.) 
-1 -1 A A 
where A= Il + a(ax.- w flp.)J , s·= sinAwt, c = cosA,JJt, 
J. l. 
s = sinwt, c - coswt, m = c + ts, and B = s - tc. .Note that 
this reduces to the identity transformation for a = 0. 
We also write down the finite transformations corresponding 
to the set {V'} (equations (6.10)) of harmonic oscillator 
generators 
I ' 
~D : t ~ 
(a corresponds to a group parametP.r): 
w-J tt.t.,- 1 (A. ttJ.n ,.; t) 






Note that this produces the idenU.ty transformation for I a! - 1 
and we must have Ia! > 0. 
We see this yields the identity transformation for a = 0. 
r v. : 
OJ._-
' 'X. ·-::. 
J 
x. +- a. J;. . s /,-, CJ r 
J "J (6.lf c.) 
fJ + CiW ~j' (..c~w f 
/ I t V·. t :=. 1·:; 
-,c. +- t{ '):", s. . X'-::.. 
k k . ' J"" (h.lqJ.) 
,. 




?C; S"e c. 4.! t" -w- I v; -1- (c..,. (; ....... c,;t)). 
We again see that we get the identity transforn1at:ion for a. -- 0. 
v" , -I - 1 { te<--.-. W t: ) ' t - w -t,-a.,.,_ ry/.fl J ./- .( t:~ t.J 6 
, )( • $""€'C lO t:-x.-:: < 
' ;;c- ~ I (If 11. -fA,., w-t) + f~ w -t 
(G>.I1/) 
I - t<J )C, • f:-M-. w-f· .re c tJi: 
fi - + 
V ll+O.tA--.-. cvt)~-~ ~w t 
The identity transfonnation corresponds to a = 0. 
.. I , 
-t v . i. =-flln,; . 
')C~ -- x. + a S.·. C.OstJ-t (c,,/1}) J J 'J 
; 






- W ~· (t~ w1: sec e...1f) [t + .:::. ~·sec ,Jf-] -I 
. 'r;--- 2.. ---
11 [ 1 + "" ~e. >ec.w{) + tw,., ~c-J t - . - - - -- (. . . ' -~ __,. 
---- + 
Note we get the identity transformation for a = 0. 
Both of these sets of formulas are rather remarkable in 
that they reduce by inspection to the identity transformation 
by the proper choice of the value of the parameter a, yet 
these transformations would be very difficult to derive by 
integrating the corresponding Lie differential equations.· 
We note that all of these.finite transformations are· 
system covariance transformations (see appendix I),· Thus 
we could use them as we did the solution transformation or 
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the Bluman transformation to derive new realizations of a 
given Lie algebra. For example, we could use the tran.sfor-
mat.ions of ( 4. 6) to transform the generators ( 6. 11) , as \vell 
as using the finite transformations corresponding to the 
generat.ors (6.11) to transform the set (4.4). We thus.see 
that there is the possibility of deriving a very large num-
ber of realizations of a given Lie.algebra in terms of the 




The previous chapter showed that by using a t.ransfor-
mation of the free particle variables, one may find a real·-
. ization of the transformation group SL (N+2, R) in t.e.rms of 
harmonic oscillator variables. This procedure is applicable 
to systems with the same number of degrees of freedom. 
By knowing two distinct locally one-to-one transfor-
mations between two Hamiltonian systems, one may derive 
a set of "ladders'' of distinct realizations of a given Lie 
algebra; two "rungs" of two of these ladders for the free 
particle ~1ere given as u, U' and u, U' ' in the previous 
chapter. 
Thus, when two physical systems with the same number of 
degrees of freedom can be connected by a locally one-t.o-one 
transformation, we can say something about the covariance 
transformation group of one system's Hamiltonian equations 
of motion if we know something about the covariance ·tram:-
formation group of the other system's Hamiltonian eqllations 
of motion. As discussed in reference I4], when the Hamii-
tonian syst.ems are completely int.egrable, then these 
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considerations become global in nature. 
In this sense, we can say that many Hamiltonian systems 
with the sa.'Tle number of degrees of freedom are essentially 
equivalent:. In attacking a new problem, we may t.hen assume 
the. existence of <m SL (N+2, R) covariance transformation 
group for the Hamiltonian equations of motion and perhaps 
derive useful information from this knowledge. 
The existence of a large nurr~er of realizations of a 
given algebra or group in terms of a particular syst.em' s 
dynan1ical variables forces us to give criteria to select 
one realization over another. One important criterion is 
that the transformation group elements act transitively on 
the solution space of the physical system. 
Reference I4J makes an important point: the use pre-
sented there and here of the solution transformation is an 
aJ.gorit.mic technique. If one can write down the solutions 
to an initial value Hamiltonian problem, finding a connection 
to the free particle problem with the same number of degrees 
of freedom becomes straightforwa.rd. 'rhe calculation of 
the SL (N+2, R) t.ransformation .group elements also becomes 
straightforward. 
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Chapter V presented a connection between the constants 
of the motion of a given Hamiltonian system and the Lie 
symmetry generators of that system. This connection could 
prove calculationally useful: for an unsolved system of 
equations cif motion, one may be able ·to obtain a solution to 
the Lie determining equations (1.6) where s is chosen to be 
zero. If the solution obtained obeys the integ:r·abili ty 
conditions (5.3), then one can find an associated constant 
of the motion. As is well-known, the use of this constant 
of the motion can reduce the complexity of the equations of 
motion. 
APPENDIX I 
A COMMENT ON THE EXPRESSION 
."CANONICAL TRANSFORMATION" 
In studying the literature on classical Hamiltonian 
dynamics, one often comes across the word "transformation;; 
described by·the adjective "canonical"; in addition, one 
often sees conflicting uses of this term. Thus, through-
out this vmrk we have been careful not to use this adjective 
to describe the word transformation. 
A canonical transformation is usually defined in ·the 
literature to be a transformation under·which the Hamiltonian 
equations of motion of ~11 Hamiltonian systems with the same 
nurrber of degrees of freedom are covariant (invariant in form) 
in that a function K(Q,P,t) exists such that under the 
canonical transformation the equations of motion q. = H , 
1 p" 
= -H are transformed into the equat.ions of motion 
qi 
Qi- KP.' Pi= -KQ. regardless of the explicit a~braic 
l . 1 . 
.L 
forJI! of __ ,!he_~lamiltonian H(q,p,t)_ (in this appendix, we revert 
to the standard q,p notation of mechanics). These trans-
formations. certainly add to the elegant theoreticai structure 
of ciass ical Ha1nil toni an dynamics, but ·they do not ·allow one 
to develop a systematic algorithmic 1nethod for solving all 
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Hamil toni an dynamical problems. This statement is ac·t11ally 
obvio11s, as the following example shows. 
The canonical transformation q = (2P) 112sinQ, 
1/2 p = (2P) cosQ whose generating f11nction* is 
.. 
changes the harmonic oscillator eq11ations of motion q = p, 
• p = -q into the equivalent Hamiltonian equations of motion 
Q = 1, P = 0, v1hich are trivial to integrate. On the other 
hand, the free particle equations of motion q = p, p = 0 are 
transformed under this transformation into the equivalent 
• 2 • 
Hamiltonian equations of motion Q ~ cos.Q, P = Psin2Q; these 
equations ai·e much more difficult to integrate than are the 
o~·iginal free particle equations of motion. 
One may instead wish to study transformations which pre-
serve the Hamiltonian form of the equations of motion of a 
certain give!!_.Hamiltonian system; in the language of Saletan 
and Cromer*, we call these transformations canonoid trans-
formations. The set of all canonical t:ransformations for 
* E. J. Saletan and A. H. Cromer, Theoretica!.:_Mechan.~£~· 
John Wiley and Sons, 1971 
Hamiltonian systems with a particular number of degrees of 
freedom is evidently a subset of the se·t of all canonoid 
transformations for any given Hamiltonian system with the 
same number of degrees of freedom. 
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An:ot.her type of transformation used in the study of the 
physical and the mathematical symmetries of a given Hamil-
tonian system are those transformations which transform the 
given Hamiltonian system into another Hamiltonian system with 
a Hamiltonian function c:hat is identical in form with t.he 
old Hamiltonian function; in other words, the Hamiltonian 
H(q,p,t) becomes t.he Hamiltonian H(Q,P,T). tve will call these. 
transformations system covariance transformations. If these 
transformations can be continuously connected to the identity 
transformation, then they can be studied by using t.he elegant 
machinery of Lie. It is mainly system covariance transfer-
mations \vhich are of interest in the present work, although 
the resul·ts given would not have been found without the use 
of canono.id transformations. 
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